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Unconstitutional Pizza I like when my teacher teaches us useful 
things. She doesn’t do this very often. 

One time our teacher taught us something 
useful. She warned us to be careful not to make 
any mistakes while we were doing it. We pre-
pared the cards she wanted at home the day 
before. We were supposed to write our most 
important telephone numbers on this card. I 
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thought about what the most important 
phone numbers to know might be. I had 
them immediately.

This card was going to be very useful for 
me. Now I wouldn’t need to beg my pa-
rents to buy me pizza anymore. With this 
card I could do it all by myself.

A pizza place and a 

candy shop. Done. 
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After our teacher 
called the roll she told 
us to take out our cards. 
My card was yellow 
and I drew pictures of a 
detective on it, because 
my favorite stories are 
detective stories. 

I like daydreaming before I fall sleep. 
In those moments I imagine myself as a 
detective in a long overcoat in search 
of bad people. 

What is our teacher talking about?
Whatever.
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dete
ctiv

e cat
, though. Tiger is the wildest cat on 

our street. 
is t

hat I 
don’t have a detective dog. I do have a 

I am
 a very good detective. The only thing 

You can’t think less of him because he is 
a ca

t. 

Tiger scares away not only mice, but dogs to
o. H

e 

walks around the street with his long, 

messy fur and big thick tail like he’s not afr
aid

 

of anyone.
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hair is blowing in the wind. 

Tiger is my best friend. He looks like a 
panther. I take him all of our best food. When 
my parents learn that I do this, they will be 
very happy. 

 “Be good to animals.”
They always say,

How could I possibly be better to Tiger? In 
my dreams Tiger sits on my shoulder. I have a 
magnifying glass. I am standing up tall and my 

Shirin!
 Hey, 

Shirin!
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“Shirin, are you in there?”
What is that? Is someone calling my name?
“I’m sorry teacher. What did you say?”
“Is your card ready?”
I showed her my card right away.
“Tell me, what are we going to write on that 

card today?”
“The most important telephone number.”
“What is the important telephone number?”
“Those are the ones that our parents know but 

we don’t.” Our teacher thought for a minute and 
tried to understand what I meant. “Yes! They 
have this number memorized, but you should 
write it somewhere for yourself, just in case you 

ever need them.”

Right! 
Then we 
call them 

whenever we 
want.
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Our teacher frowned,
“Shirin! We should call them not when we 

want!” 
Gosh! What the heck was that supposed to 

mean?
“Teacher, why would I call them if I didn’t 

want to call them? First I want to call them, then 
I call them.”

“Come on! Don’t do that. I wonder whether 
I should even give you this number. I’m afraid 
that you will call them whenever you want.”

“Why should I call them more than I want to? 
Do I need to call them every day to 
ask them how their mother is 
doing?”

“Will I call them 
only once a year, like my 
parents do? I’ll call them 
every afternoon. Then they 
will come every night.”

Come on 
Shir in!



Our 
teacher took a deep 

breath. 
“Shirin, if you call them when you 

don’t need to, you show a disregard for 
other people’s rights.”

When did ordering pizza become 
unconstitutional?

“I can call them. I have rights, too.”
“That’s enough, Shirin! I want to talk with your 

parents. They need to talk to you about this.”
“We don’t need to bring my parents into this.”

“And why not?”
“Because they are very picky about food. They might 
try to keep you from teaching this lesson. They 
wouldn’t be very happy if they knew that you were 

giving these numbers to us.” 
“But why? This is a very important number. I’m 
giving them to you so that you can call it when 

you need to.”
“Okay. I will call it whenever 

my stomach needs it.”
“Where?”

“The pizza shop!”
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